
Our growing company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of
workforce management specialist. We appreciate you taking the time to review
the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the
qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for workforce management specialist

Review and administer temporary and mandatory schedule change requests,
approving or denying requests based on current and upcoming operations
needs
Build and operationalize comprehensive and flexible staffing models to drive
high utilization and cost effective scheduling
Manage multiple analytics projects and ad-hoc requests with great flexibility
Lead demand planning efforts across multiple customer service centers,
update models, present key findings, recommend forecast changes, and gain
approvals from business owners
Present monthly capacity planning inputs and updates to business owners
Interpret data, performs trend analysis, identify outliers and make
recommendation to team
Supports financial business planning process by providing analytical support
to ensure data integrity and validation
Collect and analyze relevant data to assist in the divestiture and acquisition
process
Utilize annual and daily Voice of Customer data to provide insight on business
process improvement opportunity and make recommendations to leadership
Implement cost savings initiatives and continuous improvement projects

Qualifications for workforce management specialist

Example of Workforce Management Specialist Job
Description
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Develop resourcing strategy in alignment with overall USTS and TDBG
strategy ensuring the optimal mix of employees and contractors and skill sets
to meet long term objectives
Develop and manage the Annual Planning process to align with fiscal year
objectives in both number of resources and estimated cost to meet Support
and Project needs
Provide the analysis and reporting metrics to manage performance against
the plan
Manage the Requisition & Fulfillment process for employees and contractors
to ensure performance SLAs are established and met
Partner with USTS and HR stakeholders to continuously improve the related
processes
Build out process and tool capabilities to manage down to a specific skill level


